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Abstract�We are concerned with minimal cost �ows in in�nite networks� As an application of a
Hahn�Banach type monotone extension theorem for convex cones� an abstract theorem characterizing
minimal cost �ows by local price systems is obtained for a general vector lattice situation� This result
extends the usual �nite network result� or rather its extension to some L

� � L
� situation� which

states that the minimal transportation cost is the supremum �taken over all local price systems� of
the di�erence between consumption cost and transportation pro�t�
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�� INTRODUCTION

We focus on the classical minimal cost �ow problem �MCFP�� which is to determine a minimum

cost shipment of a commodity through a network such that it satis�es demand at certain nodes

by use of available supplies at other nodes� In a previous paper �	
� this problem is treated for

in�nite networks in a measure theoretic framework where �ows are L��functions and minimal

cost �ows are characterized by local price systems�

In the present paper� we obtain a considerably generalization concerning the existence of �ows

in in�nite networks� In order to prove such a general minimal cost �ow theorem in the situation of

abstract vector lattices� we have to make use� as in ���
� of a Hahn�Banach type extension theo�

rem for cones endowed with a collection of order relations� We treat networks in a rather abstract

setting� so that we can omit all measure theoretic arguments� thus making the essential math�

ematical structure of the problem more transparent� It turns out that tools like desintegration

theorems or the Radon�Nikodym theorem can be completely avoided by this approach�

The organization of this paper is as follows� To make the paper self�contained� we �rst collect

some principal tools from the theory of convex cones in Section �� In Section �� we describe the

scenario for our main theorem and state the theorem itself with its proof� Finally� in Section ��

we deduce the L��L� formulation of the �ow problem from �	
 as an application�

�� TOOLS

We list here the necessary technical results� For most of these� the proof follows from the

general theory of convex cones �for a reference� see ��
��

Let F be a preordered convex cone� i�e�� an additive semigroup provided with a multiplication

with nonnegative scalars and a compatible preorder� All functionals on F are assumed to map

to the reals extended by ��� We de�ne for a linear � on a subcone G of F and a monotone and

sublinear � on F with � �G �� �i�e�� � � � on G� the set

LinG�F ��� �� �� f� j � monotone and linear with � �G � and � �F �g �
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Theorem ���� �Dominated Extension Theorem��

��� Let G be a subcone of F � let � be linear on G and � monotone and sublinear on F with

� � � on G� Then there is a monotone linear � on F with � �G � and � �F �� i�e�� we

have LinG�F ��� �� �� ��

��� For an arbitrary �xed f � F � the functional � can be chosen such that ��f� is minimal�

i�e��

��f� � inf f��f� j � � LinG�F ��� ��g � ���

The �rst part of the theorem is a generalization of the classical Hahn�Banach theorem� The

second part is obtained by constructing �rst from LinG�F ��� �� a suitable sublinear functional

�� �G �	 having on f as value the minimum which f attains on LinG�F ��� ��� Thereafter	 we

apply the �rst part of the theorem to � and ���

For the characterization of a minimal cost 
ow we need a technical lemma	 which determines

the minimal value of a linear functional for some �xed element�

Lemma ���� Let G be a subcone of the preordered cone F � let � be linear on G and � monotone

and sublinear on F with � �G � and consider the following sublinear functional ��f� ��

supf��g� � ��h� j g � f � h� g � G� h � Fg� For those f � F with ��f� �� ��� we then

have

��f� � inf f��f� j � � LinG�F ��� ��g � ���

Proof� �See �� for details�� From the assumptions	 it is easily seen that ��f� is less than or equal

to the right�hand side� Now we �x some f � F and de�ne a monotone sublinear functional � �

by ��h� �� inff	��f� � ��g� j h � 	f � g� g � F� 	 � �g� Because of � � � on G	 we use now

the above theorem �in particular	 �� to obtain the other inequality�

�� THE MAIN THEOREM

Let � be a nonempty set and E a real vector lattice of functions on � 	 �� For functions f

on �	 we denote by 
 the usual tensor product �f 
 g����� ��� �� f����g����� On E	 a linear

functional J is given which is monotone with respect to the pointwise order� Furthermore	 we

have a space E� of functions on � with the following properties�

C�� If f � E�	 then f 
 � and �
 f are elements of E�

C�� For g � E	 the diagonal element gD	 given by gD��� �� g��� ��	 is an element of E��

C�� For g � E and �� � �	 the function � � � �� �g����� �� g���� �� is an element of E��

We denote by E�
� and E� the positive cones of E� and E� We call � 	 � a network with

capacity J � A linear � on E� is called a demand � A �ow is a monotone linear � on E� We say

that a 
ow is admissible	 if � � J on E�� Given a demand �	 then a 
ow is said to satisfy this

demand	 if ��f� � ��� 
 f � f 
 �� holds for all f � E�

� � As the main theorem	 we obtain the

following�

Theorem ���� Abstract minimal cost flow theorem� Let 
 be an element of E with


D � �� and � a linear functional on E��

��� There is an admissible �ow � which satis�es the demand � if and only if for all f � E�

� �

we have

��f� � J �max��� �
 f � f 
 ���� ���

��� If there is an admissible �ow satisfying the demand �� then the �ow can be taken such

that

��
� � sup
�
��f��J �max��� �
 f � f 
 �� 
�� j f � E�

�

�
� ���
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���� Technical Tools

Before we start to prove the theorem� we have to de�ne some mappings� orders� and spaces�

In E�� we de�ne a collection f�������� j ��� �� � �g of order relations by f �������� g i� f���� �

g���� and f���� � g����� For arbitrary g � E� we de�ne a sublinear operator Eg 	 E� � E by

Eg�f� 	
 max��� �� f � f � �� g�� ��

E� denotes Eg for g 
 �� If � 	 � 	 � � E�� then a function P ��� 	 � 	 � � R is de�ned by

P ������� ��� 	
 E������� �������� ���� 
��� �� � �� Let � be those mappings � 	 �	� � E��

such that the functions ���� ��� � �	� �� �L���� ��� 	
 ������ �������� and ���� ��� � �	� ��

�R���� ��� 	
 ������ �������� are elements of E� Since E is a vector lattice� we have P ��� � E�

On �� we de�ne ���� 	
 J �P ���� for all � � �� Moreover� we endow � with a preorder ���

de�ned by ������ � ������ ����������������� ��� for all ��� �� � �� Finally� we consider a

mapping L 	 E � �E��
��� given by L�g����� ������ 	
 g���� �� for all g � E� ���� ��� � �	��

� � �� Because of C� and C�� we have L�E� � ��

Lemma ���� � is a vector space� P and � 	 �� E are sublinear and monotone with respect to

���

Proof� One has to observe that P ��� 
 max��� �R � �L�� Since �� �R� �� �L� and �� �

are linear� P must be sublinear� One easily sees that � �� �� induce �R � ��R and �L � ��L�

Using this in P ��� 
 max��� �R � �L�� one has the monotony of P �

That � is monotone is an immediate consequence of the monotony of P and that of J � The

sublinearity of � follows from the linearity of J and the obvious sublinearity of P �

For the following� we consider the elements of E� as constant functions � 	 � � E�� hence�

E� is regarded as a subspace of ��

Lemma ���� For f � E� and g � E with g��� �� 
 � for all � � �� we have P �f�L�g�� 
 Eg�f��

Proof� Since g���� ��� 
 �� we get P �f � L�g������ ��� 
 max��� f���� � f���� � g���� ��� �

g���� ���� 
 max��� f����� f����� g���� ���� 
 Eg�f����� ����

���� Proof of the Main Theorem

By the de�nitions and by monotony� it follows that if there is some admissible �ow which

satis�es demand �� then ��� must hold� Therefore� we only have to show that the existence of a

�ow for which ��� holds can be deduced from ����

As before� we regard E�
� as a subcone of �� Condition ��� then can be rewritten as � � �

on E�
� � because ��f� 
 J �P �f�� 
 J �E��f����� ���� 
 J �max��� ��f�f���� holds for f � E�

� �

By the extension Theorem ���� together with Lemma ���� there is a linear monotone �� on � with

� � �� on E�
� � and �� � � on �� such that

���L�	�� 
 sup
�
��f�� ��h� j f �� L�	� � h� f � E�

� � h � �
�
� ���

We de�ne a functional � on E � 	
 �� � L and show that this yields a �ow which is admissible

and satis�es the demand�

We consider g � E�� then using � 	
 �� � L� �� � � on �� and the de�nition of �� we obtain

��g� 
 ���L�g�� � ��L�g�� 
 J �P �L�g���� ���

and because of the positivity of g� we have

P �L�g������ ��� 
 E��L�g����� �������� ���


 max��� �L�g����� ��������� �L�g����� ��������� ���


 max��� g���� ���� g���� ���� � max��� g���� ���� 
 g���� ����

Hence� from ��� and ���� we get ��g� � J �g� for all g � E�� Therefore� � is admissible�
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Consider f � E�
� � Since P �L�f�������� ��� � E��L�f������� �������� ��� � max��� �L�f���

���� ��������� �L�f������� ��������� � max��� �f������� ���� �f������� ���� � max��� f����

�f����� � �� we can deduce ��f � �� � 	��L�f � ��� � ��L�f � ��� � J �P �L�f � ���� � ��

Together with � � 	� on E�
� and the fact that L���f� � f � we have ����f�f��� � ����f� �

	��L��� f�� � 	��f� � ��f�� Therefore� the 
ow satis�es the demand ��

For the completion of the proof� we have to prove ���� The lefthand side of ��� is equal to �����

Since h �� f � L��� is the minimal element of those �h satisfying f �� L��� � �h� the righthand

side of equation ��� is equal to r �� supf��f�� ��f � L���� j f � E�
� g� Now� using Lemma ���

and ��� gives the desired estimate ���� � r � supf��f��J �E��f�� j f � E�
� g�

�� AN APPLICATION

In ���� as a direct generalization of the minimal cost 
ow problem for �nite networks� the

minimal cost 
ow problem for in�nite networks was considered in a measure theoretic framework�

Let us brie
y recall the situation�

Consider a measurable space ����� with a nonempty set � of consumers and a suitable

�algebra � on �� The set � � � is endowed with the product �algebra � � �� Further

more� the following measures are given� a signed measure � on � measuring the demand� a

��nite measure 	 on ��� representing the capacity� and the cost given by a L��	�function �

with ���� �� � � almost everywhere on �� A 
ow � is de�ned to be a L��	�function with

� � ��
R
A�B

� d	 � � for disjoint measurable sets A�B� such that for all A � �� we have

��A� �
R
��nA��A � d	 �

R
A���nA� � d	 � The cost of a 
ow is ���� �� ��

R
�� d	 � Here we used

L��	��L��	� for the actual function spaces and L��	�� L��	� for their almost�everywhere equiv

alence classes�

For a suitable characterization of 
ows with minimal cost one introduces local price systems �

These are positive measurable functions on � which are integrable with respect to both marginal

measures of 	 � Introducing the notion of consumption cost under a local price system C�f� ��R
f d� and the optimal transport pro�t as 
�f� �� ��

R
max��� f����� f����� ����� ���� d	 � one

obtains the following result �see �����

Theorem on L� minimal cost flow under L� cost�

��� There is a �ow i� ��A� � 	���nA� �A� for all A � ��

��� If a �ow exists� then there is a �ow � such that the transport cost are equal to the

supremum �over all local price systems� of the di�erence between consumption cost and

optimal transport pro�t� i�e��

���� �� � supfC�f�� 
�f� �� j f local price systemg�

Necessarily � is a �ow with minimal cost�

We can deduce this theorem easily from our main theorem� let E be the space of absolutely

	 integrable functions� i�e�� L��	�� and let E� be the space L��	�� � L
��	��� where 	�� 	� are the

marginal measures of 	 � Finally� de�ne J �h� ��
R
h d	 for all h � E�

Obviously� E is a vector lattice and J has the required properties of linearity and monotony�

One easily veri�es that E� has the desired features� Therefore� our main theorem in this scenario

now reads as the theorem above�
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